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ABOUT US

RideOnTrack is a Belgian based company specialized in delivering state-of-the-art
communication solutions for mission critical networks. RideOnTrack has developed its
own software platform, supported by a software development environment and software/system testing tools, which results in drastically reduced software design cycles
while maintaining the highest quality standards. Our engineers have the unique understanding to translate the specific requirements of our customers in solutions based
on the latest state of the technology.
In order to become part of the innovative initiatives sponsored by the Belgian government, RideOnTrack took office in the Technology House in Geel, the heart of the Flemish innovation community. The Technology House offers the flexibility RideOnTrack
requires in terms of office space, lab facilities and testing environment as well as all
other infrastructure needed to serve our customers. The Technology House is home to
many companies that consider technological innovation as the key differentiator for
their business.

ABOUT US
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RideOnTrack Product Range:
• Voice Recording
• Gateway Products
• VOIP Fixed Operational Telephony
• Dispatching
• Value-added applications
• Smartphone applications

These products, for which RideOnTrack holds the IPR’s, are designed, manufactured
and maintained by RideOnTrack. Besides the specific products, RideOnTrack also designs customer specific solutions as is required in most integration projects. With these six product families, RideOnTrack can cover almost any operational (fixed) communication requirement for customers like railways, public safety, air traffic controllers,
the police, the military, etc …
Infrabel, the Belgian Rail Infrastructure Provider, is RideOnTrack’s most important
customer reference. While Infrabel continuously tries to fulfill passengers’ demands
for a punctual, comfortable and uncomplicated way of transport, legislation calls for
increasing safety and security as well as imposing standardization for international rail
corridors. In order to comply with these requests, Infrabel needs more sophisticated,
secured and reliable communication to support their operational processes. With limited budgets at hand, Infrabel, like many other rail undertakings, decided to migrate
to IP-based communication solutions as legacy TDM technology is phased out.

•
•

•
•

Company founded.
Release of the voice
recording product.
First products installed.
Approved IWT funding for
dispatcher innovation.

2012

•
•

•
•
•

2013

Release of the gateway
product line.
First products installed at
Infrabel.

Release of the (EIRENE)
dispatching product.
Received the IWT innovation
award.
Roll-out of gateways at
Infrabel.

2014

•
•
•

2015

2016

•
•

Won the Infrabel RFQ for the
renewal of the OpTel
(EIRENE Dispatching).

Won the Infrabel RFQ for
SIP to analogue track
phones.
Start roll-out dispatching at
Infrabel.
Approved federal innovation
project.

•

2017

Nationwide dispatching &
analogue gateway roll-out.
Won and delivered
Edelaraudtee Infrastruktuuri
AS dispatching and voicerecording project.
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ABOUT US

In 2012 Infrabel installed our voice recording systems for the nationwide recording of
all operational voice. The redundant system is able to record 960 simultaneous calls
via different interfaces, e.g. analogue, TDM (GSM-R) and SIP. In due time, when the
TDM systems will be faced out, all recording will run over SIP (and SIP-R). Storage
can be done centralised or decentralised depending on the customer preference and
the network capacity. An easy-to-use web-based playback tool is provided for the
analysis of the recorded voice.

Infrabel is deploying many of the RideOnTrack Gateway products as part of their IP
(SIP) migration strategy. The first installations started back in 2013 and roll-out continues up to today. Infrabel owns quite some legacy systems and in order to connect
these applications to an IP (SIP) network a Gateway product is often needed to make
the translation between the old and the new world.
In 2015 RideOnTrack won the Infrabel tender for the nationwide renewal of the Fixed Operational Telephony and
the EIRENE dispatching systems. During this project RideOnTrack will roll out a fully
GEO-redundant (and load balancing) dispatching system, including about 450 dispatching terminals which will be installed in about 30 Train Control Centres all over the
country. The system will be used for safety related communication, for informative
communication, internal as well as external, towards train drivers, between operational centres, track installations and information towards travellers.

“RideOnTrack supplied and maintains the biggest fully
SIP/IP dispatcher network in the wold with more than 850
dispatchers in operation at Infrabel.”

ABOUT US
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At the end of 2016 RideOnTrack won the Infrabel tender for the replacement of the
old track side analogue/CAS multiplexers. These multiplexers connect to the track
side analogue telephones and will now be replaced by analogue SIP-gateways. These
SIP-gateways are able to connect as many as 50 analogue telephones up to a distance of 12km. Special software/firmware design was required in order to cope with the
poor line quality and the high noise levels.
At the end of 2017 and during 2018 RideOnTrack won a number
of value-added applications (VAA’s). Amongst others these are:
Encryption and data security, Workflow automatisation, DMR dispatching, Call-center functionalities, back-up emergency dispatcher, transit and alternative routing. All of these VAA’s are supplied
and integrated in Q4 2018.
With a mobile dispatcher solution for smartphones, RideOnTrack
once again shows that they are on top of the dispatcher game. Our
fully SIP/IP based solution, running on a software platform design
for embedded applications, allows us to go where other dispatcher
vendors scare away. With the solution of RideOnTrack, dispatchers
can become mobile, assist colleagues, without violating the operational rules.
Edelaraudtee Infrastruktuuri AS is an Estonian privately-owned company part of the
Edelaraudtee Group. This company develops, maintains and operates 223.8 km of
railway lines including 11 railway stations and 20 passenger platforms. At the end of
2017 RideOnTrack received the order for the complete renewal
of the dispatching and voice-recording systems. The project was
implemented and accepted early 2018.
In 2012 RideOnTrack also applied for IWT
(agentschap voor Innovatie door Wetenschap
en Technology – Institute for Technological
Innovation) innovation funding. RideOnTrack
proposed 6 innovations in the operational communication/ dispatching domain. After
analysis and industry bench mark, the IWT decided to fund four of the proposed innovations. RideOnTrack concluded the study, design and prototyping of these four innovations at the end of 2014.
As innovation is key to our company culture, we recently also applied,
and have been awarded for, innovation funding under the BELSPO (BELgian Science POlicy – Federal Agency for Science) program. Under this
federal innovation initiative, RideOnTrack will implement a number of
innovations to be ready by the end of 2018.
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PARTNERS

For some of the (hardware) product developments,
RideOnTrack selected ‘strategical’ partners. For our gateway products we work closely together with the Canadian company, Sangoma Technology Inc.. Both R&D departments cooperate intensively to ‘tune’ the products to fit
the typical operational telephony requirements. We use several of the Sangoma PCIe
plug in boards for our server based solutions.
For the design of the dispatcher terminal we work together with
the company, Design studio DUNC B.V. DUNC B.V. provided the
enclosure design of the terminal and made sure that all of the
electronic components (e.g. general purpose computer board, touchscreen, interfaces) are properly fit. Special attention was given to the heat dissipation and the cooling of the fanless design. DUNC B.V. has also prepared the design and tools for mass
production of the enclosure. For customers wanting to use ‘off the shelf’ HW-products,
our dispatcher product can run on any Windows-based computer.
Horst-Platz Gmbh was selected as the partner for the special purpose handset and gooseneck and related firmware. Horst-Platz has built a
strong reputation delivering these devices to Deutsche Bahn and international railway organizations which has proven time and again the excellent
quality of their products.
In Q1 2018 RideOnTrack was accepted as new member of the
ROC Industry Group. The ROC (Rail Operational Communication) Industry Group bundles all important manufacturers active
in the Railway Operational Communications. The members are
dedicated to support GSM-R and the next generation (FRMCS)
networks (www.gsm-rail.com).
As a member we will be interfacing with all important stake holders in the industry,
like the ERTMS MoU Steering Committee, the International Railway Association UIC,
the ETCS Industry UNISIG and the European Union Agency for Railways. Together
with the other ROC Industry Group members we will be able to globally promote the
technology, continue to develop the EIRENE standards and strive for seamless Interoperability between the solutions of different vendors.

VOICE RECORDING
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RideOnTrack Product Overview
DiCa Voice Recording and Playback Solution
There is a strong need at Railway Undertakings to record all operational telecom.
These recordings are afterwards used to verify that the communication is done ‘as per
procedure’. The findings can be used to improve operations, e.g. by giving additional training and/or adapting work flows. In case of emergency, the recordings can be
used as evidence even in court if required. Ideally only one recording system should
be needed able to connect to the different voice communication systems in the network. This will strongly improve the post analysis as correlation can be automated
much easier.
The Dica Voice Recorder and playback solution can connect to different type of interfaces. Recent
systems can be connected via
(standard) SIP. The GSM-R network can be connected via ISDN
or SIP-R. The legacy rail networks
can be connected via the built-in
gateway functionality, e.g. via PRI
CAS or QSIG. Even very old TDM
systems making use of a separate
CTI-interface to make available call
related data, can be connected.
The web-based playback stations
are connected via IP directly or via
any other IP-based network, e.g.
the internet or an extranet. Users
with the appropriate access rights
could connect via any remote network (e.g. a Wifi-network).

Highlights Recording System
•

1 Platform that can record all,

•

Support of multiple interfaces, legacy (Rail)
as well as IP/SIP,

•

CTI Start-stop triggers, eg. Voice level, CTI
data, etc.,

•

Call info can be received via CTI interface or
via ISDN protocol,

•

EIRENE specific info elements (MLPP, Functional number, …),

•

Distributed or centralised configuration,

•

Remote monitoring and diagnostics,

•

Can work on R4 and R99 at the same time
(during migration),

•

Recording done in G711, mono, 8000 samples/sec, 8 bits/sample,

•

100% RideOnTrack IPR, flexible customer
specific adaptations.
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VOICE RECORDING

Highlights Playback System

General Technical Highlights

•

Via standard web browser,

•

•

Windows based GUI,

Low cost servers (HP, Dell, etc..) with
PCIe slots (e.g. 8 core 5K€),

•

User friendly interface (N2ZT),

•

•

One or more web-servers possible,

E1 interface cards in different configurations (2, 4, 8, 16 E1),

•

Web-server integrated in VR,

•

Up to 64 E1 interfaces per server, recording 1920 simultaneous calls,

•

Centralised user management (eg. Login/password, etc.),

•

E1 card supports CAS, ISDN, etc.,

•

Playback users access limited to certain
areas, channels, etc..,

•

Storage in compressed MP3,

•

•

Distributed and centralized recording
(storage),

Only 1000 bytes per sec per user disc
space required,

•

Runs under Windows,

•

Intelligent search selection,

•

Hot and cold standby possible,

•

Multiple language support,

•

Able to send SNMP-trap,

•

History on who listened/who copied
voice records,

•

Customer can buy SW-only and install
on existing HW.

•

GSM-R call info display (e.g. eRec,
VGCS, etc..).

Mobile
Operational
GSM-R

E&M LB RB
Mux

SIP-R or
PRI ISDN
Ip-PBX
Fixed Operational
Ip Telephony
TDM-PBX
Fixed Operational
TDM Telephony

PRI CAS
Or ISDN

IP (SIP)
IP (SIP)
TDM PRI
TDM PRI

DiCa
voice recorder
Storage & gateway
DiCa
Play-back
voice recorder
Server
1 & gateway
Storage
Play-back
Server 1+n

unframed
ISDN, CAS

LAN

Legacy TDM
Unframed
RS232

RS232
LAN
optional gateway
RS232/LAN

1+n * Play-back stations

CTI interface
(start, stop,
clip, etc)
V24

GATEWAY PRODUCTS
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Gateway Products
Gateway products are required to interconnect systems that run different protocols.
In a railway network there are many telecommunication solutions, based on different
standards, delivered by many telecom suppliers, delivered over many years. The goal
is to migrate all these networks to (SIP) IP, but for many years to come a multitude of
protocols need to be supported.
RideOnTrack designed gateway products as typically needed in a railway telecommunication network. Our products support CAS (incl FXO, FXS, E&M, local Battery), CCS
(incl. ISDN, QSIG, GSM-R enhancements) and SIP (incl SIP-R and vendor specific
flavour). The customer can decide on any combination as is required for his network.

Supported Standards
•

SIP <-> CAS

•

SIP <-> ISDN

•

SIP <-> QSIG

•

SIP <-> SIP-R

•

SIP <-> ISDN GSM-R specific

•

SIP <-> SIP vendor specific

•

CAS <-> ISDN

•

CAS <-> QSIG

•

CAS <-> SIP vendor specific

•

CAS <-> SIP-R

•

ISDN <-> ISDN GSM-R specific

•

ISDN <-> QSIG

•

ISDN <-> SIP-R

•

ISDN <-> SIP vendor specific

The SIP physical connectivity is Ethernet.
The CAS/ISDN/QSIG interface is based
on G703 (E1). Our standard solution
consists of a server with free PCIe slots.
These slots can be equipped with PCIeboards supporting the following configurations: 1xE1, 4xE1, 8xE1 or 16xE1.
For larger networks, four boards of each
16xE1 can be put in one server resulting
in the support of 64xE1. The amount of
Ethernet ports as well as the speed of the
ports is as per server selection.
The gateway supports protocol granularity on the E1 level. For instance a 16xE1
card could support, 4 x CAS <-> ISDN, 4
x SIP <-> ISDN, 2 x ISDN <-> QSIG and
6 x CAS <-> QSIG or any of the other 17
combinations listed (in E1 steps).

The gateways also support analogue end
devices making use of FXO, FXS, E&M
• QSIG <-> ISDN vendor specific
and RB signalling . Rail Infrastructure
• QSIG <-> SIP vendor specific
providers do still have many analogue
• QSIG <-> SIP-R
phones as well as E&M connectivity for
instance towards Analogue Radio, Public
Address and Alarm Systems. All these
systems are connected via the existing,
sometimes very old, CU-infrastructure. As it is very expensive to run fibre to all end
devices in a Rail Network, there is the tendency to keep on using the CU-plant as long
as possible.
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VOIP FIXED OPERATIONAL TELEPHONY

VOIP Fixed Operational Telephony
In order to operate, Rail Infrastructure Providers use fixed telephony (beside GSM-R
mobile telephony). The VOIP-system will be used by many different types of users
depending on the roll they have in the organisation. The station master will need one
or more lines to manage the operation of the station. The power dispatcher (controlling the high-tension power on the line) needs to be able to talk with the transformation stations. Most railways also have track side telephones that can be used by track
workers or even by train drivers in case of emergency. There will also be telephone
services offered to the general public, e.g. an emergency phone on a station platform
or in a tunnel. The RideOnTrack VOIP fixed operational telephony system can also be
used to connect with the public address systems.

VOIP FIXED OPERATIONAL TELEPHONY
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The VOIP fixed operational telephony needs to offer:
• Enforced operational procedures,
• Co-exist & interface with legacy,
• Rail specific features Priority, emergency, group call, etc.,
• Geo-redundant none blocking, N2Z call drop/loss,
• Centralised/distributed recording,
• Allow smooth migration,
• Distributed or centralised architecture,
• Supporting analogue, digital, IP telephones and public address systems.
The VOIP fixed operational telephony system is not to be mistaken with an (IP) PBX.
(IP) PBX’s are typically used in an office environment and offer many type-of-office
features (eg. boss-secretary function). These type-of-office features are not supported by the RideOnTrack solution as they have no use in an operational environment.
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DISPATCHING

Dispatching
The RideOnTrack dispatching system can be considered as a ‘general purpose’
dispatching system which can be used in any environment where operational communication is of key importance. For Railways, RideOnTrack developed a special product range called, DiCa_Rail, which implements the specific features as required in a
railway operational communication network (EIRENE FRS 8.0.0, SRS 16.0.0 GSM-R
GSM-R became the ‘de facto’ international standard for mobile communication within
the railway industry. GSM-R is a 2G technology specially enhanced with railway
specific features (e.g. PTT, VGC, MLPP, etc.). GSM-R is an operational telecommunication system requiring (centralized) operation/dispatching control as specified
in EIRENE/MORANE. GSM-R is a digital communication system allowing enhanced
feature implementation, and as such, improve the operational performance of railway
undertakings.

The dispatching system is located at the center of the operational network and connects to all network components as well as to the Train Location Server. In an operational environment there are strict rules, called operational procedures, which outline
how communication needs to be handled. The dispatching system ‘enforces’ these
operational procedures on all people making use of the telecommunication network.

DISPATCHING
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Some of these rules are specified by EIRENE (European standardization), others are
railway infrastructure provider specific. The aim of the dispatching system is to control the communication of the (operational) users making use of this mobile and fixed
telecom network.

The Dispatcher solution provided is completely IP/SIP based. Only if it is required to
connect to none IP/SIP (legacy) systems (e.g. R99 MSC or FXO/FXS telephone lines)
gateway functions are used. The system is completely modular. For small networks
(or a test system) all the different components can run on a single server. For larger
systems, or if Geo-redundancy and/or load sharing is needed, the different functionalities can run on multiple servers spread over a larger geographical area.
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DISPATCHING

The terminal is a Windows based PC with a 12” touch screen, equipped with a special
PTT (Push To Talk) handset (left or right mountable) and a standalone gooseneck microphone. The terminal can be used in different tilts. The terminal is provided with a
GUI which gives access to the many functionalities needed by a dispatcher. The terminal is designed to meet the typical ergonomics in a Rail Traffic Control Centre. However, the RideOnTrack dispatcher software can also be used on any (recent) windows
based COTS computer product.

• Easy to use intuitive touchscreen interface (near to zero training needed),
• Visually calming and uncomplicated views, with careful use of colors and contrast
which result in excellent visibility both in light or dark environment,
• Maximal use of icons for all operations as well as the display of status,
• Uniformity of shape and size of the keys, icons, characters, texts and pop-up
windows,
• A 12”-touchscreen sufficient to allow easy operation and as a result minimizing
the required table space.

DISPATCHING FEATURES

Outgoing Calls
• Decoded Call Type and Function Code,
• Push-To-Talk (Mute/Unmute/Force Release for group calls),
• EIRENE numbering plan (Code-type / Function Code),
• Emergency Call button,
• Easy train call via active train buttons,
• Automatic selection of call priority (MLPP),
• All kinds of quick/enhanced dial possibilities.

Incoming Calls
• Incoming call queue (50) with highest priority calls on top (MLPP),
• Display of caller’s MSISDN number and FN,
• Decoded FN (call type and function code).

Supplementary Services
• Hold (multiple held calls possible in the call queue view),
• Consultation & Transfer,
• Monitoring channel for overhearing several radio channels simultaneously.

Roles & Profiles
• Logon with automatic profile selection and phone book download,
• Automatic rerouting of unmanned role,
• EIRENE phone books (with decoded function type).

Advanced Call Queue Handling
• Full call queue display per dispatcher,
• Multiple calls on HOLD,
• Allowing pickup of any call in Queue (for disaster recall selection).
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DISPATCHING FEATURES

Open Train Location Interface
• Allowing proprietary railway systems connectivity,
• Easy alignment with ETCS developments.

Legacy TDM connections via 2M-bit CAS interface
• For access to 4W/6W E+M P.A. Systems and Radio systems,
• For connection to fixed analogue lines (local battery/central battery).

Phone Books
• user can configure personal phone books,
• Phone books and/or phone numbers can be assigned to specific user groups,
• Personal and EIRENE role based phone book per dispatcher,
• All books centrally stored, downloaded at dispatcher login,
• History list of all calls of the last 24h,
• For each phone book entry additional information can be stored/requested.

CONTACT
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Do you require additional information?
If delivering critical communication is essential for your operations, RideOnTrack can
help you to fulfill your business mission. We can support you from the early stage of
defining your requirements, translating those in operational procedures and delivering
the products and services that build the solution. Our domain know-how enables us to
understand the customer specific critical communications needs and to translate these
in products and services making use of the latest state of the technology.
If you have interest in the RideOnTrack capabilities or if you have any additional questions please contact us via the RideOnTrack website or directly via the contact details
given below.

CONTACT US
Cipalstraat 3, 2440 Geel | Antwerpen, Belgium
Tel: +32(0)14570534
Email: info@rideontrack.com
Website: www.rideontrack.com

NOTES

Member of

Disclaimer
Copyright 2018 RideOnTrack bvba all rights reserved
This publication is issued to provide outline information only which, unless agreed by RideOnTrack bvba in writing,
may not be used, applied or reproduced for any purpose or form part of any order or contact or be regarded as a
representation relating to the products or services concerned. RideOnTrack reserves the right to alter without notice the specification, design or conditions of supply of any product or service. The RideOnTrack logo is a trademark
of RideOnTrack bvba. All trademarks, service marks, product names and logos appearing in this brochure are the
property of their respective owners. Any rights not expressly granted herein are reserved.
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Cipalstraat 3, 2440 Geel | Antwerpen, Belgium
Tel: +32(0)14570534
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Website: www.rideontrack.com

